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Best-selling author and educator Karyn Henley brings her natural ability to communicate God's truth

to children in the Day by Day Begin to Read Bible. Kids will love the friendly style and parents will

love the fact that their kids are learning about God's Word while they are learning to read. With the

easy Day-By-Day format, this Bible is a must-have for any parent.FEATURES:Simplified concepts,

not just simplified words Easy day-by-day format Perfect for beginning readers I-did-it star rewards

kids for completing a story Whimsical illustrations will capture the imagination of young readers

Illustrations by former Veggie Tale illustrator Joe Sapulich Ministry value: Teaches children God's

Word as they strengthen their reading muscles!
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What it isn't:If you're looking for a comprehensive Bible storybook to read aloud to your preschooler,

this isn't it. The Eager Reader Bible was perfect for that - four page stories simply told with great

pictures and a question on each page to help with understanding and listening comprehension. I did

that one with my son when he was four as a bedtime story/early devotional habit and now am using

that book with my daughter.What it is: A great 5 day a week, 52 week chronological Bible story book

written on a high kindergarten through first grade reading level. As a second grade teacher, I think



this book would work well for that age too. We'd use the weekend to catch up on any nights we

missed while on vacation or whatnot (we finished in 55 weeks). Every night he'd read and then we'd

date the "I did it!" Star at the end of each story. I started with my son when he turned five and in the

beginning we'd read the majority of the words and he'd sound out the short vowel words. We

progressed to reading every other sentence and helping with the names and "hard words.". By the

end of the year, our son could read the entire passage aloud to us independently. I love that my son

learned how to read by reading God's word and developed a great habit of reading the bible nightly

for himself. That said, he's an advanced reader anyway, so I waited until my Goddaughter was half

way into kindergarten to buy her a copy for Christmas because I want her to be successful reading

the Bible and not dread it. Each day has a colorful illustration and each story is a page to two pages

long - perfect for 10-15 minutes for beginners just sounding things out. If you just want a read aloud,

see my above recommendation. If you want a bible for early readers - this is the perfect choice!

I bought this Bible for my 5 year old daughter and am very impressed. I love anything from Karyn

Henley. My daughter really enjoys being able to read her own Bible with simple words that are at

her reading level. Highly recommend!

I gave this to my daughter for Christmas when she was in Kindergarten. She finished it in 1st grade.

The content is appropriate for even a younger child, as her little sister listened nightly. She began

reading it with help from me, but soon could read it herself except for names. She is a bit ahead on

reading, so most 1st graders could read it without help (except for the names). My younger child is

now reading it - with a lot of help. I expect in a few months though, that the help will greatly

decrease. It makes a great nightly routine and one that my kids don't view as "reading a book". Most

of the stories are only a page or two and there are many colorful drawings. It only has stories for

Monday through Friday, so you can take the weekends off or the books suggest using another

book. We took the weekends off, which seemed good for this age group. I can only remember one

story that prompted an awkward conversation, but inevitably you will find many of those in Bible

stories. It was not inappropriate for a 4-6 year old. I was happy with the book and would recommend

it to others.

I have both this Bible for my 3 year old and the Young Readers one for my 7 year old. While I love

the simplicity, it is almost too short and brief to really capture her attention. It might be better suited

for a child who only likes super short Bible stories. It's not engaging enough for her, but the Young



Readers version is way too complex.

I got this for my 5 year old and he is loving it. He enjoys the stories which seem to be written in a

great format for him to understand. They are very high level but seem to get the majority of the point

across for this age level. Most of the stories are only a page or two long which makes it very easy to

fit into the bedtime routine. It has already sparked all kinds of questions from him about God so it's

doing exactly what I had hoped!

Got this for my 6 year old she loves to hear the stories. Not to long and keeps her attention. She is

learning to read some of these stories too.

I can now read the stories of the bible in ways she can understand. :)) I love this little bible with it's

great illustrations and short but sweet lengths. It's great for my 4 year old. I even ask her to state

back to me what happened after each story, and she gets it!! Thank you

I spent hours trying to pick out a bible for my 5 year old. I didn't feel like she was learning enough in

her Sunday School class, so really wanted to get one we could read together. I read through many

other pages on other books and they all seemed to make God seem scary and that you had to obey

or else. That is not what I wanted to convey. This book does a great job of telling the story bones

and then you can add on detail/meat as you please to match what your own personal beliefs are.

The stories are very, very short. We ready 5 or 6 on our first night. In one night she has learned

more than her 5 years of Sunday School classes. The book is nice illustrated and a heavy feel to

make it feel like a really special book to her. There are some gaps between stories, but again leaves

it open to you as a parent to add in to match your exact belief system. Love this bible!
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